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Three children become superheroes at night. During the school day a problem arises, and during the
night the culprit is found by the PJ Masks and the problem gets solved by sharing ideas, recognizing
strengths and weaknesses, and the ability of working together to get the problem solved. Everything
is made right for the children the next day thanks to the PJ Masks. Because bedtime is the right time
to fight crime. The premise is too strong with violent orientation to be acceptable for children under
the age of 5. The language is also strong, "doe doe and loser" are unnecessary and if the writers and
producers are listening - please note that name-calling is not OK, nor is "fighting crime" - your
average viewer is approximately 3 years old. The character animation is compelling for toddlers and
so the story line or show's premise should match the audience it's in fact capturing. The show could
be a delightful and welcomed hit if it were toned down for a younger age viewer. It's become an
unavoidable fight in our home if our 2.5 year old is in the room and the characters come across the
screen. We will not allow him to watch the new series even though he is incredibly interested and
drawn to the animation. It's a shame to have to tell him it's not an appropriate program until he's
much older. I hate this show. My 6-year-old brother loves this show and will turn the volume on my
TV to super loud when watching it.

The voice actors and the annoying theme song are only two of the things that make me hate this
awful. The only thing good about it is when it ends. Most of the things that happen make hardly any
sense.

It is my most hated television show. That is weird for Disney, as most of Disney's stuff is good.
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